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Abstract

Received:

Recently, considerable attention has focused on the role of mitochondria in the
maintenance of human health and the repercussions associated with mitochondrial
dysfunction as they pertain to ageing, neurodegeneration and metabolic disease.
Optimal mitochondrial homeostasis and function may diminish cellular oxidative
stress and promote cellular health and longevity. Herein we investigate the cellular and
mitochondrial effect of providing a synergistic blend of Tricarboxylic Acid Intermediates
(pyruvate, malate, citrate and ascorbate) to immortalized C2C12 mouse myoblast
cells to assess the value of nutritional intervention in this muscle cell model. These
intermediates used in combination, as a mitochondrial-targeted health supplement
(NPN80070757), are purported to offer a modality for mitochondrial augmentation
therapy (MAT). In our hands, supplementation of cultured C2C12 myocyte cells using
these intermediates significantly enhanced mitochondrial flux as demonstrated by
lower lactate production, modulated intracellular mitochondrial re-organization, and
influenced the levels of mitochondrial respiratory complex subunit proteins. Western
blot assessment of representative respiratory chain and ATPase subunits demonstrated
the greatest impact of nutritional supplementation on the protein abundance (37.7%
increase) of cytochrome c oxidase (COX) subunit I, reflecting a proportional increase
of the entire complex. Concurrent increases were noted in Succinate dehydrogenase
subunit II, and the Core-protein of cytochrome c oxidoreductase (Complex III) in this
myocyte cell culture model system.
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Introduction
Mitochondria represent the energy generation centre of
the cell and are central to the production of aerobically driven
cellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP), thereby providing energy
equivalents to fuel cellular metabolism. In addition, supernumerary

roles of these abundant cellular organelles are to maintain the
cellular redox state [1], and represent important contributors of
anaplerotic precursors [2,3], driving anabolic cellular processes
[2]. Concordantly, oxidative metabolism represents the primary
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source of cell generated reactive oxidative species that can
ultimately result in cellular oxidative stress and foster cellular

aging [4] leading ultimately to organelle dysfunction. Collectively
mitochondrial function, or rather dysfunction, contributes cellular
aging, senescence, and metabolic disease [5-11], whereas optimal
mitochondrial homeostasis and function may diminish cellular
oxidative stress [12] and support mitochondrial biogenesis [13],
while promoting cellular health and longevity [14-16].

Supplement solution was diluted directly into 500 mL of D-MEM
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum to yield a final concentration
of intermediates as follows:447.4 µM malic acid, 363.6 µM sodium
pyruvate, 113.6 µM ascorbic acid and 182.9 µM sodium citrate. The
composition and concentrations were established to be like an
on-market nutritional supplement (NPN0070757) which targets
mitochondria to enhance athletic performance and post-exercise
recovery, while reducing delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS).

Lactic Acid Determination in C2C12 Cultured Cells

In this report, we assessed the effect of supplementing C2C12
immortalized myocytes with tricarboxylic acid intermediates
(TCA), a muscle derived cell line, chosen to model a tissue possessing a high metabolic demand and hence support and maintain
a greater abundance of mitochondria. This cell line has been used
as a model system to assess the impact of various interventions on
mitochondrial function and biogenesis [17-24]. Herein, we provided a combination of key TCA intermediates, specifically pyruvate,
citrate and malate, which supply carbon-subunits utilized by this
aerobic metabolic pathway. Also included in the synergistic blend
was ascorbic acid, which confers cellular and mitochondrial antioxidant properties [25, 26] and supports the biosynthesis of carnitine [27,28], an essential shuttling molecule for redistribution of
carbon skeletons within the cells. The aim was to evaluate the value
of on-market nutritional supplements that purport mitochondrial
augmentation therapy (MAT) and support athletic performance
and post-exercise recovery. Interestingly, pyruvate alone has been
reported to induce mitochondrial biogenesis and influence mitochondrial mass, which resulted in augmented cellular respiration
in pyruvate supplemented cells [24].The mouse myoblast C2C12
anchorage depended cells also enabled the assessment of extracellular lactate production, an indicator of mitochondrial substrate
flux [20], and the determination of the abundance of mitochondria
using quantitative fluorescence-immuno-histochemistry, and the
specific level of mitochondrial-associated respiratory chain complex subunits by Western blot analysis.

Lactate production in C2C12 mouse myoblast cells was assessed after a 30-minute period of cellular glucose deprivation
(starvation) to deplete intracellular glycogen reserves and reduce
endogenous reserve substrates [29-32]. This treatment effectively
challenges the cells in the absence of glucose and other exogenous
nutrients supplied by the media. The media, from a confluent culture maintained in T25 flasks, was removed and cells were rinsed
twice with 5 ml of PBS. After rinsing, the cells were incubated in
5 mL of PBS at 37⁰ C. Subsequently, a final concentration of 1 mM
of each substrate(s) to be assessed, or combinations thereof, were
added directly to the PBS solution and the cells were incubated for
an additional 30 min at 37⁰ C. Following the second incubation, the
solution was collected and used to directly to measure the lactate
production levels, as described by Papanastasiou-Diamandi et al.
[33]. All procedures were performed in triplicates unless otherwise
noted.

C2C12 Cell Culture Conditions

each. Subsequently, the cells were blocked for 1 hour with a solution
composed of 1% BSA prepared in 300 mM glycine and immune-reacted with an anti-COXIV antibody (Abcam; ab202554) in 1% BSA
overnight at 5⁰C, which has been validated as a mitochondrial loading control. The antibody was diluted with 1% BSA to 1:1000 as directed by the manufacturer, and essentially as detailed by Donaldson [34]. The subsequent day, the cells were washed with PBS three
times for five minutes each in blocking buffer, and immune-reacted
with a commercially available secondary FITC-conjugate antibody
diluted in 1% BSA/PBS solution (Abcam; ab6717). Representative
visual fields contained least 40 cells/field to enable the quantification of the median fluorescent intensity (MFI) arising from the FITC
signal (COX IV) and DAPI (nuclear) staining intensity. The DAPI MFI
was used to normalize the background across the cells.

Materials and Methods

C2C12, functionally equivalent to ATCC CRL-1772™, were
used for the in vitro culture studies essentially as described by
Montgomery et al. [19]. Cells were grown in the D-MEM containing
4.5 g/L of glucose, 1% Pen/Strep, 1% glutamine, and 10% FBS and
the flasks were incubated at 37⁰ C, in 5% CO2 atmosphere until a
cellular confluence of 70-80% was achieved and then sub-cultured
if cell fusion was not desired.
®

Supplementation Composition

The Supplemented condition was produced by adding a
composition of TCA intermediates to seeded C2C12 cells and
exposing the cells to the solution throughout the growth and
differentiation culture period. One milliliter of a 500 x stock

Cell Preparation and Immunofluorescent labeling of Mitochondrial COXIV Subunits

Sterile glass coverslips were placed into 6 well plates either
containing Supplemented media or non-supplemented controls.
Identical cell numbers (4000 cells/mL) were seeded into each well
and allowed to propagate for seven days. The media was changed
every two to three days. Before the staining, the cells were fixed on
the glass cover slips to preserve integrity and cellular structures,
particularly nuclei and mitochondria. Media was removed and cells
were washed with PBS and fixed with ice-cold 100% methanol for
five minutes, and then washed with cold PBS 3 times five minutes
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Western Blot Analysis
Western blot analysis was performed as described by Merante
et al. [29] using a mouse total OXPHOS rodent monoclonal antibody
cocktail specifically optimized to determine the abundance of
respiratory chain complex and ATPase abundance in mouse
mitochondria (Abcam; ab110413) which was specifically detected
using a goat anti-mouse horse radishperoxidase labeled secondary
antibody (Abcam; ab6789). The cocktail specifically detects:
Complex I subunit NDUFB8 (30 kDa, not shown); Complex II
subunit-B at 30 kDa; Complex III core protein-2 at 49.5 kDa;
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I at 40 kDa; and Complex V alphasubunit at 53 kDa. Imaging software was used for calculating
the densitometic abundance of the resulting image bands. The
densitometry value for the α-subunit of Complex V (ATPase) was
used as an inter-well control to normalize the lane intensity and
the ratio of Supplemented to control was used to establish the
percentage change across the two conditions assessed.

Result

Lactate Production in Substrate Depleted Myocytes
Assessment of extracellular lactate effectively provides an
indicator of substrate flux through the tricarboxylic acid cycle
and will be elevated under conditions whereby the mitochondrial
respiratory chain is impeded, or electron transfer is compromised
[31]. Cellular lactate production can thereby be modulated by the
availability of reducing equivalents in the form of NADH or FADH2,
hence reflecting the cellular redox state [29,32]. The assessment
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of lactate production after a period of glucose deprivation
suggests that particular substrates were rapidly assimilated by
the mitochondria and were effectively used for energy production
without the accumulation of lactate, indicating that flux through
the mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid cycle is not impeded and
progresses efficiently in this differentiated myocyte cell type.

Figure 1 demonstrates that, as expected, relative to glucose,
succinate, citrate and malic acid, when provided as single
component additions, to the cells produced significantly lower
extracellular lactate levels than glucose (p ≤ 0.05). Interestingly,
the trend observed when pyruvic acid was directly supplied to
myocytes, indicated that even with the increased pyruvate load,
lactate production was not elevated. Rather, this critical substrate
was readily taken up and used to fuel oxidative metabolism without
transformation to lactate, suggesting enough flux capacity through
the TCA cycle. In addition, the combination of substrates composed
of succinic, citric, malic and pyruvic acids resulted in a noticeably,
but not significant, lower extracellular lactate concentrations
relative to when glucose was supplied as the sole carbon source.
Finally, when glucose was supplied in the presence of tricarboxylic
acid intermediates (succinic, citric malic and pyruvic acids), the
trend was for lower lactate production relative to glucose alone for
these combined substrates. Most notably, when glucose was the
sole carbon source provided to the cells, post glycogen depletion,
upon re-feeding, the confluent cell layer was noticeably negatively
impacted and would peel from the plate. No such observation was
noted when TCA cycle intermediates were used either in isolation
or in combination either with or without glucose (data not shown).

Figure 1: Lactate production (nmol/min/µg protein) in substrate depleted cells. Extracellular lactate was assessed enzymatically
after a 30 minute incubation in various TCA cycle substrates (n=3) post-substrate depletion, as follows: Succinic acid (SA),
Citric acid (CA), Malic acid (MA), Pyruvic acid (PA), and Ascorbic acid (AA), or a combination thereof (n=3), relative to 1mM
Glucose (Glc; n=2), (* p ≤ 0.05).
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Immuno-fluorescent Assessment of Mitochondria Respiratory Chain and ATPase Complexes in Supplemented
Cells
The assessment of mitochondria quantity, and possible
intracellular re-organization of mitochondria, as a result of
supplementation with TCA cycle intermediates was evaluated
using immune-fluorescent FITC-labelling of a representative
mitochondrial respiratory chain proteins comprising the
cytochrome c oxidase complex, COXIV, and co-staining of nuclei
with DAPI as a baseline control (Figure 2). This analysis determined
that the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the COX IV (FITC
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signal), representative of the steady state respiratory chain
subunit abundance obtained for un-supplemented (Control) cell
mitochondria, was 49.11 ± 4.55 MFI, whereas in the Supplemented
condition the signal intensity was significantly increased to 64.27
± 5.76 MFI (p≤0.05), representing an approximate 20% increase
relative to the control condition (Figure 3; n = 40). This result
supported the hypothesis that there is a significant increase (p
≤ 0.05) in the steady state of COXIV abundance as reflected by
the normalized ratio per field of view assessed, and hence the
cytochrome c oxidase complex with supplementation. Also notable
was a distinct reorganization of the mitochondria to the perinuclear
region in Supplemented cells.

Figure 2: Immuno-fluorescent staining of Cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV (COXIV) and DAPI staining of nuclei in mouse
C2C12 myoblasts. Cells were fixed onto glass cover slips and labelled by DAPI staining of the nucleus, and FITC staining of
COX IV conjugated to the antibody targeting mitochondrial protein in the electron transport chain COX IV.
A)

Mouse myoblast cells C2C12 grown in D-MEM control media.

B)
Mouse C2C12 myoblast cells grown in Supplemented D-MEM media + 10% FBS. Median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of
approximately 40 cells per field was determined across three fields of view across three slides.

Figure 3: The quantification of the intensity of FITC (mitochondrial) fluorescent signal (MFI) in C2C12 cells grown in unsupplemented (Control) and Supplemented D-MEM media. The DAPI (nuclear) signal was used as reference to normalize the
FITC signal. The error bars represent the standard deviation of at least 40 measurements (cells) for each group across three
fields per slide and three individual slides were assessed (* p ≤ 0.05).
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Western Blot Analysis of Respiratory Chain and ATPase
Subunits
The relative abundance of various respiratory chain
(Complexes I to IV) and ATPase (Complex V) protein subunits
were simultaneously assessed in total cellular extracts by Western
blot analysis using a commercially available antibody cocktail to
compare among un-supplemented (Control) and Supplemented
conditions (Figure 4). A demonstrable and reproducible change

in protein abundance was noted for Cytochrome c oxidase subunit
IV (COX IV) in Supplemented cultures whose abundance increased
by approximately 37.7% indicating that nutritional intervention
can influence mitochondrial protein abundance. Concurrently,
the ATPase (Complex V, CV) (Figure 4) and Complex I (NDUFB8)
remained unaffected Data not shown), while the succinate
dehydrogenase (CII) and ubiquinol-cytochrome c oxidoreductase
(CIII) subunits were increased by 20% relative to control cells
(Figure 4 & Table 1).

Table 1: Densitometry Analysis Summary of Respiratory Chain and ATPase subunit Abundance.
Raw Pixel Density

Normalized* Pixel Density

Complex

Subunit

Size (kDa)

Supplemented

Control

V

α-subunit

53

23628.8

30646.4

III

Core Protein 2

49.5

24752.8

IV
II

Subunit I

Subunit B

40
30

25819.2

Supplemented

% Change
Supplemented‡

Control

/

/

/

24313.9

1.1

0.8

37.7

5970.4

0.2

0.2

23.3

26881

5676.6

1

Note: * Pixel density normalized to the α-subunit of Complex V; ‡ Supplemented relative to control.

0.9

19.4

Figure 4: Representative Western blot demonstrating the subunit abundance of mitochondrial electron transport chain
complexes and the ATPase (CII-CV) in the mouse myoblasts cells C2C12 grown in Supplemented and control media. Total
cellular proteins were extracted from differentiated C2C12 myoblast cells using Triton-X100 and 30 µg protein was assessed
per well. Immuno-detection was performed using a commercial antibody cocktail (1:3000 dilution) targeting specific subunits
of each of the complexes in the electron transport chain (Complex II, III and IV) and the ATPase (Complex V).

Discussion
The initial indication that supplementation cultured C2C12
myocytes with various TCA cycle intermediates influences
substrate flux though the mitochondria was the noticeable and
significant decrease in extracellular lactate levels. When glycogen
depleted cells were provided glucose alone in the extracellular
media, lactate production was significantly greater than when cells
were provided an equal concentration of glucose supplemented
with malate, pyruvate, citrate and succinate. Lactate production
has been used diagnostically as a primary indicator of impediments
(flux) to aerobic metabolism in multiple cell culture systems
[31,32,35,36], and has been used to infer mitochondrial substrate

flux [29,37-39]. These data suggest that in the Supplemented
condition, mitochondrial flux is enhanced permitting rapid entry of
the TCA intermediates into the TCA cycle and thereby minimizing
the equilibrium-mediated conversion of pyruvate to lactate [36]
prior to the entry into the TCA cycle.

To investigate if the provision of the combined TCA intermediates
influenced mitochondrial quantity and/or protein content, cellular
mitochondria was assessed via fluorescent immunostaining utilizing
a fluorescein-labeled COX IV antibody to represent the steady
state abundance of the subunits comprising this thirteen-subunit
complex. Using COX IV for this purpose is particularly interesting
as this subunit acts as a scaffolding protein and is necessary for the
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assembly of the COX complex [40]. Myoblast cells grown in media
supplemented with a mix of intermediates (pyruvate, malate,
citrate and ascorbic acid) had greater fluorescent intensity (MFI)
arising from cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV staining relative to
controls. Also, notable, but not quantified, was the distinct degree of
perinuclear staining occurring in the supplemented cells supporting
the notion that nutritional intervention may influence and modify
mitochondrial positioning and anchoring [41]. The implications
of this observation remain to be investigated. Quantitatively,
the intensity of COX IV immune-detected mitochondrial protein
content was approximately 25% greater in Supplemented cells,
representing a significant increase in COX IV abundance. This
observation was complemented by Western blot analysis using a
cocktail of antibodies directed towards representative respiratory
chain subunits and the mitochondrial ATPase (complex V). This
assessment revealed that subunits representing Complex III
(Coenzyme Q-cytochrome c oxidoreductase) and Complex II
(Succinate dehydrogenase) were both elevated by 19.4 and 23.3%,
respectively, in the supplemented condition. Complementing this
observation was the significant increase in the steady state level of
Complex IV Subunit-I, whose abundance was increased by 37.7%.
This data supports, and is concordant with, the results obtained
from immuno-fluorescent labelling of COX-IV and concurs with
the effect of pyruvate supplementation on C2C12 cells reported by
Wilson et al., [24].

The selection of TCA intermediates was dictated in part by
their individual influences on mitochondrial function and muscle
physiology, particularly as it relates to exercise and physical
performance [42]. For example, malate supplementation has been
shown to influence the expression of a number of antioxidant
enzymes in rat liver mitochondria [43], improve aerobic capacity
[44,45] and reduce oxidative stress [46]. Physiologically, oral
administration of malate correlated with improved exercise
performance and decreased muscle damage [45], while
concomitantly increasing lifespan in model organisms [47].
Citrate supplementation alone has also been shown to influence
athletic performance [48] and post-exercise recovery [49], while
pyruvate supplementation may positively influence high-energy
intermediates in neuronal tissue [44,50] and increase anaplerosis
in skeletal muscle [51,52]. Finally, Ascorbic acid has been associated
with redox modulation with the concomitant reduction of cellular
oxidative stress [46], the fostering of myocyte cellular proliferation
[53] and is actively recruited into active skeletal muscle to increase
steady state levels in this tissue [27].
Collectively these data support a role for nutritional intervention
in a complementary manner to that proposed by Damanti et al. [54]
in myocyte associated tissues to help foster improved mitochondrial
function, possibly by directing mitochondrial augmentation therapy
using select TCA intermediates, in these and related cell types.
These intermediates may collectively and synergistically influence
mitochondrial dynamics, shape and nuclear DNA expression
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and epigenetics [25,55], illustrating the integrated role nutrient
availability and metabolic flux can impart on cellular function and
the modulation of mitochondrial biogenesis [13].
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